SOLUTION BRIEF

Agari Active Defense™
Uncover Actionable Insights with BEC Threat Intelligence

AT A GLANCE
Agari Active Defense BEC
Threat Intelligence service gives
you actionable intelligence to
understand threats and reduce
risk from BEC attacks.

Phishing and BEC attacks represent a significant, ongoing threat to business.
It’s critical to understand the strategies and tactics targeting your organization
and defend against the ever-present risks, along with the potential financial
liabilities that come with them.

Phishing Is a Game of Cat and Mouse
Cybercriminals utilize digital reconnaissance and evolving social engineering
techniques to stay one step ahead of your defenses and launch sophisticated
attacks targeting your employees. Building internal expertise to engage with
these email threat actors is expensive, time-consuming, and challenging to
operationalize.

Actionable Threat Intel
Agari Active Defense BEC Threat Intelligence service gives your team the
tailored, high-value insights you need to understand threats, optimize defenses,
and reduce risk.
Using active engagement capabilities, the Agari Cyber Intelligence Division
(ACID) uncovers and disarms criminals’ tactics and techniques. The result:
highly-focused, actionable intel about specific BEC threats targeting your
organization.

Active Engagement
The ACID threat analysts’ extensive expertise in email security is supported
by advanced technology that collects threat intelligence at scale. This active
engagement with threat actors targeting your business uncovers actionable
insights and visibility no other threat intelligence solution can provide.
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Unmatched expertise. Unique
visibility into the BEC attack chain
and insights your team can’t get
anywhere else.
Detailed reporting. Tailored
reports that provide your team
with the insights they need to
manage BEC risk.
Active engagement. Extensive
expertise in email security
supported by advanced
technology that collects threat
intelligence at scale.
Better outcomes. Actionable
intelligence to phishing and BEC
attacks by understanding the
strategies and tactics being used.
Strategic partnership. An
ongoing, strategic relationship
between security analysts in the
Agari Cyber Intelligence Division
and your team.

Agari Active Defense initiates
engagement with attacker.
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Attacker takes bait. Agari
Active Defense automates
communication and
captures key intelligence.

Cybercriminal

1 targets organization

2 BEC threat

with BEC attack.

intercepted by Agari
Phishing Defense™ or
other solution.
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THE AGARI ADVANTAGE

5 Agari Active Defense

provides visibility into
the full attack cycle,
resulting in actionable
intelligence.

www.agari.com

Your BEC Threat Intelligence Report
Security teams need to share information across departments, but it can
be challenging to efficiently collect and organize threat intelligence.
Each month, the Agari Active Defense BEC Threat Intelligence service
delivers tailored reports that provide your team and stakeholders with
the insights they need. The data and insights in each report reflect the
unique characteristics of the specific attacks targeting your organization,
including:
• Analysis of the scope, shape, and objectives of BEC attacks
• Identification of most-impersonated executives
• Information about most-targeted employees
• Intelligence about threat actors and attack origins
• Detail of compromised and mule accounts
• Full samples of Active Defense email engagements
Experts from the Agari Cyber Intelligence Division will meet with your
team to understand your intelligence requirements, review findings, and
make key recommendations.

Drive Better Outcomes
As with any adversary, stopping phishing and BEC attacks gets easier when you learn about and understand the strategies and
tactics being used.
Armed with the insights from Agari Active Defense BEC Threat Intelligence, your team will understand BEC threats, optimize
defenses against attack, and manage your organization’s risk.

Understand Threats
• Expose BEC attack cycle

Optimize Defenses

Reduce Risk

• Capture threat actor intel

• Supplement security awareness
training

• Keep stakeholders informed
about BEC risks

• Identify employees at risk

• Support red team initiatives

• Monitor and reduce losses

• See methods of exploiting
compromised accounts

• Provide data for system
instrumentation

• Benchmark BEC risk exposure
against peers

A Strategic Partnership
Agari Active Defense BEC Threat Intelligence service represents an ongoing, strategic relationship between security analysts in
the Agari Cyber Intelligence Division and your organization’s security, fraud prevention, and risk management teams. The service
is designed to complement Agari Phishing Defense™, Agari Phishing Response™, and Agari Brand Protection™ deployments.
Make sure your team has the actionable intel it needs to understand BEC threats, optimize defenses, and reduce and manage risk.
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